
All programs are free and open to the public 

June 2019 Friday Films 

Nels Coxman's life as a snowplow driver comes crashing down 

when his son dies under mysterious circumstances. His search 

for the truth soon becomes a quest for revenge against a drug 

lord named Viking. Transformed from citizen to vigilante, Nels 

unwittingly sets off a deadly chain of events. 

Cold Pursuit 
6/14 @ 1:30 PM 

2019, R 
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Natalie is a New York architect constantly overlooked at her 

job. When she’s knocked unconscious during a mugging, she 

wakes up to find herself in an alternate universe. Always cynical 

about love, Natalie’s worst nightmare comes true when she  

discovers that she’s trapped in a real-life romantic comedy.  

Isn’t It Romantic 
6/21 @ 1:30 PM 

2019, PG-13 

Phillip is a wealthy quadriplegic who needs a caretaker to help 

him with his day-to-day routine. He decides to hire Dell, a   

struggling parolee who’s trying to reconnect with his ex and his 

young son. As Dell and Phillip rediscover the joy of living life to 

the fullest, an unlikely friendship blossoms between them.  

The Upside 
6/28 @ 1:30 PM 

2019, PG-13 



All programs are free and open to the public 

Concerts and Documentaries 

Political Animals 

The story of the civil 

rights struggle of this 

century - the gay 

rights movement -

  through the eyes of 

the first four openly 

gay California State 

legislators, all women. 

6/4 @ 7 PM 

2016, NR 

Cat Stevens 

Cat Stevens is one of 

the most influential 

and successful singers 

of the last 40 years. 

This concert features 

16 of his songs of truth 

and hope.  

6/10 @ 7 PM 

2009, Live at the Island 50 Festival 

Elton John 

This concert features 

classic Elton John 

tracks from across his 

extraordinary career 

performed either with 

his band, with        

percussionist Ray 

Cooper or solo.   

6/20 @ 7 PM 

2015, The Million Dollar Piano 

Chicken People 

A funny and uplifting 

look at the world of 

show chickens and 

the people who love 

them. 

6/27 @ 7 PM 

2016, NR 
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